Minutes of Meeting

Project

MeetMe

Responsible

JustMeet

Attended by
Danijel Sokac
Milica Jovanovic
Joao Nadais
Francesco Giarola
Armindo Barbosa
Mehdi Kaabi

Location
FER
POLIMI
FER
POLIMI
FER
POLIMI

Date

09.01.2016

Start-end
time

11:00 - 12:00

Location
/type

Zagreb;
Milano/ Skype
call

Remarks
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Milano
Skype call from PC - Zagreb
Skype call from PC - Milano

AGENDA FOR THE MEETING (main topics):
1. Status of assigned tasks - Review
2. Presentation

1. Status of assigned tasks
CONCLUSION: The fourth sprint will end on 18/01. Team’s members worked on following tasks:
Danijel

-

Testing
Helped Carolina with browser automation
Test report
Inviting friend fixed bugs- popup appears, one level menu

Joao and Armindo

-

Calculation is almost done

-

Working on Mandatory attendants problem, find free slot that suits for
everyone
Updating calenders
Importing calendars is not yet properly handeled

Carolina

-

Test report and browser automation
Changes in acceotance document

Francesco and Mehdi

-

Change the image on the homepage
Fixed bug related with timezone not storing in DB
Fixed bug related to timezone in the calendar page
US6 - when the event is scheduled app will send email that event is
scheduled to all attendants, not integrated with calculation US so
Armindo will integrate it

Milica

-

Tags added as separate table
Tags added on newEvent and eventParticipation page
Restriction on tag look >0 <10 max num 5
Home page button in menu and ability to return to home page from other
pages
Aligned the namings - ISSUE: Minutes of meeting could be changed into
event summary? My meetings and New meeting should be changed into
my event and new event

-

PROBLEM: Now we see all possible timeslots for event in calender - NOT SO HANDY (should be
only for scheduled events not also for possible timeslots)
CONCLUSION: Armindo and Joao will change it so in the calander only scheduled event will appear

2. Presentation

Carolina

Verification and Validation + SCORE status

Danijel

Process summary + demo

Armindo

demo

Joao

Project work summary

Francesco

Experiences from the distributed project

Mehdi and Milica

Requirements, Design and Implementation

